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Evolution: New FJORD 480 
Elegant power pack comes in two versions  

 
Greifswald, 25 April 2024 
 
FJORD is adding the FJORD 480 to its model range: in the 480 OPEN version with powerful inboards and as 
the 480 SPORT with powerful outboard engines. 
 
In collaboration with the renowned yacht designer Marco Casali, FJORD has further developed the concept of 
its pioneering walkaround yachts and launched the FJORD 480. The 480 OPEN is optionally powered by two 
Volvo Penta IPS 800 engines with a top speed of up to 34 knots, while the 480 SPORT is powered by three 
Mercury Verado V12 outboards with a total of 1,800 hp, enabling a top speed of up to 45 knots. 
 
For the first time, FJORD is offering generous folding side balconies on the 480 for even greater access to the 
water. The typical large T-top provides shade, and the impressively generous dimensions on deck, where 
every centimetre is used sensibly, ensure plenty of freedom of movement and provide the perfect basis for a 
beautiful day on the water. Large sun loungers aft and on the foredeck invite you to relax. The galley in the 
cockpit with a wide range of equipment options is perfect for catering for guests on board. And the FJORD 480 
SPORT impresses with its enormous storage space under the sun lounger, which also has plenty of room for 
water sports equipment such as SUPS or diving gear. 
 
Below deck, various layouts fulfil every wish.  
You can choose between a saloon with a cosy seating area in the fore cabin and a double cabin, or two double 
cabins instead and up to two bathrooms. And optional additional bulkheads and doors ensure even more 
privacy on board. Its combination of performance, comfort and iconic design also makes the new FJORD 480 
an absolute highlight on the water. 
 
The new FJORD 480 will be officially presented in autumn 2024. 
 
Picture for Download in the media section: https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/gb/media/  
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